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1. Quasi - convex Functions,

Let

Proof. We have, by (1),

be any function regular in \x\ < 1 ,
where f is a positive integer

 C1>

If we denote a family of functions
of the forn (1), by which fxl <i is
transformed into a starshaped (with
the center at the origin) or a convex
region of p-valence,respectively de-
noted by "Q~

ψ
 or J ^ , then the fol-

lowing theorem is well knownί*

Theorem 1«

The necessary and sufficient con-
dition that F(JC) should belong
to "ί*p or fcψ is that

> o

L
 Fez)

holds respectively in te| < 1

Now we denote by Ot. a family
of functions of the foiίri (1) which is
characterized by the following pro-
perties :

The mapped region of

by w = F(*)
 i s

 P-valent,

The curvature at any point
on the mapped curve of \Z\

 β
 Γ

by w » F(Z) *-
s
 positive and

finite, where f is an arbi-
trary positive number less than
uni ty c

And we a ay that F(*) in &f
p
 is

a quasi-convex function, then we have
uhe theoreπ as follows:

Theorem 2
β

The necessary and sufficient con*
dition that F*ί*^ should belong
to Otp is

Therefore, if

»

then ^=0 in |*|< 1 and

(
?Fί*) ̂r 0 in o < 1*1 < 1

 (
? De-

noting by J the curvature at any
point given in 2°, we have

The mapped curve C of \Z.\ =» Γ by
W - Ffct). is regular and the angle
3* between the real axis and the

tangent to the curve C at any point
on C is given by ΛAA. tl F'te')
Hence we have, as ^ describe (21=^
in the positive direction,

and consequently the curve C is
closed and p-valent. Here x being
arbitrary, the mapped region of
[Z(< 1 is p-valent

Conversely, if / > O , then

^0 follows dLrectly

from the equality for J cited
above. Our theorem is thus proved,

2
β
 Relations among ^p , $,«

and Ot.
 β

 r

Let Γ ί*) be any function
regular and p-valent in \z\ < i

 t
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and then F"fc) does not vanish
in 0 < | z | < ί . Therefore there
exists a function iι(zD which
is regular in |zj<l and sati sl'ies

Consequently, we have

Prom these equalities we obtain im-
mediately that if Viz.) e J ^
then £(z) 6 Γt and if

 P
/

then &<•*) £ fr . Hence if f&£%,
p

then -/L(z) 6 J&,
 a n

^ ̂ y the theorem
due to E. Strohnacker

(
^ we have

and, by (ΰ),

These inequalities conclude that if
R ^ C- ̂ j> , then F W be-

longs both to Of>p and fψ
Next we investigate the relation be-
tween Qf

ψ
 and T} . If F^ί-^ff

and <)p is the angle defined in $ l
s

then

Therefore the tangent to the_mapped
curve of (Ί.) a f by W » pV*) ro-
tates so as to increases the angle

ψ , as Z moves in the positive
sense on |zj * Ϋ And, as_ the
curvature $ at the point
is positive, the radius vector
irom the origin rotates in the posi-
tive sense. Consequently we have

Thus, we get the result that if

fc 6 Ofj, > then Γ

F'rom the above arguments, we have

the following theorem:

Theorem 5.

C
N. B

β
 In the case of p= 1 , this

theorem is reduced to the
fact,

by (3).

Finally, from the equality (2) in
5 1, we have

Theorem 4

if j-1
 1 '"'*

, and if ^ί*)t up , then

, then j-Z h fc)

3. Distortion theorem and coef-

ficient problem for @L

he^ plfz) belong
then, by the Theorem
and therefore

ong to θf-p
m 4, X?pfa $

Prom these inequalities, we have, by
the similar method as in the case
p«i , the following Distortion
Tneorem;

Theorem 5

Let
then

belong to

And the equality sign holds for the
function of ftt^ defined by

Next, if Ffr)£ Ϋf
 f t h e n
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and the equality nolds for the func-

tion « ——~£p . Hence we

have, for any function fiΐ*)*

Proin this relation, we have immedi-
ately the theorem as follows:

Theorem 6

, then

The equality sign holds only for
Che function

4 The Radius of quasi - con-
vexity for y\> o

Let
we have

Hence

belong to Tp , then

and, by the well known theorem of
G. Julia, we have the following in-

Combining these inequalities with
each other, we have, in /z/έ ψ

r

and, in the case of the function

^ i *
 r
r '

Wθ havθ> at

Hence we have the following:

Theorem 7
β

in
If Ffc) €• 0 l> then we have,

where the number <r̂  cannot be
replaced by any greater one,

5 The Radius of quasi * convexity
for the bounded functions *

be bounded, i e*
, then we have

Let

ψ(*)* FT*)/*
1
* , then

it M , f(θ) * 1

If we put
we have
Hence

°
r

From this fundamental inequality and
(4), we have, in |zf £ γ , the fol-
lowing inequalities:

λ(z)*zFiz)-(p-ι)Fto.

The equality sign in (4) - (8)
holds at Z

 m
 t for the function

H* Loomis generalized the theorem of
-J» Γieudonne for the starshapedness
of the bounded functions for Ίt\ to

the case of X^ « Now we gene-
ralize the theorem for the convexity
of the bounded functions for Ot wfS,
to the case of

Putting

|z/« 1
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Theorem 8*

and, by the theorem of the bounded
functions,

This is reduced to

lio)

-z

Since the third term of the right
hand is not less than R £ $ ? ]

we have, from ( 1 0 ) ,

Vfr)

Putting (4) - (8) into (11), we
obtain

where

The equality sign in (12) holds
at 2. » K" for the function defined
by (9)« It is easily proved that
the equation RlY)

m
O has only

one positive root fψ less than
unity and, KW and ΐ(r) are
positive for 0 £ T * fψ
Therefore we can establish the fol-
lowing theorem:

Let pfr) be any function re-
gular and bounded (lrl

z
)l < M) in

JX| < i , then f* fa belongs to
Of* in /*/< /^ , where f

p

is tne positive root of the equation
R(ϊ}

9
0 o And fψ cannot be re-

placed by any greater nuriber.

In conclusion I wish to express my
hearty thanks to Professor- Akira
Kobori of the Kyoto University for
his kind advice throughout the com-
pletion of this worko
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